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Sequilla has seen the stage from many angles in her
time. Beginning with the role of Mary Chase in Harvey
at UMO, she was bitten by the theatre bug and looked
into other acting opportunities. She came across the
One Act Festival and had a great time! Since then, she
has performed in several capacities on stage and off,
including assistant stage manager and serving on the
board. Sequilla thinks her favorite show she has ever
done would have to be Lend me a Tenor, thanks to the
hilarious cast and crew, and the welcoming family
atmosphere of the show. She loved Maggie for her
quick wit and even quicker delivery, but she also really
loved playing Roberta Willoughby in Crimes in
Desolation (who doesn't love to play a villain?)
Though Sequilla doesn't have a specific favorite
character she would like to play, she would be
interested in taking on some meatier works, like those
of Tennessee Williams and Lynn Nottage. She loves
digging into a script and researching the characters.
Sequilla says this is why being an actress is her favorite
part of the theatre. She loves delving into the character
and making it her own.
Sequilla would like to thank the editors of The Cue (Hey,
wow, that's us!). She would also like to give a huge
shoutout to her parents for all of their support in her
crazy endeavors. She says she is forever grateful for
their love and the values they have instilled in her.

September Meeting Highlights
Our next meeting is Monday, October 3 at 7 p.m.

Whoever brings in the newest ads (from businesses that have not
bought an ad before) will win a $25 gift card for a restaurant in town.
If you are interested in working on the ad committee please contact
Dan or Sandra.
Sandra needs non-wire hangers for the warehouse! Please bring her
lots of non-wire hangers!!
We will have a merch table at the performances of The Addams
Family! Stop by and pick up some CST Swag!
We have a new Instagram account! Please follow us! @cstheatre!
Join our next meeting for more information!
Membership Fees:
Individual: $15 per year Family: $20 per year
Lifetime: $100 one-time payment

Follow us on Facebook or visit our website for updates!
@cstgoldsboro
www.cstheatre.org
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Theatre World: Stay "In the Know"
Song Recommendation:
#AddItToYourPlaylist

Grand Finale for the Phantom:
As many CST members know, "The
Phantom of the Opera" is the longestrunnung show in Broadway. However,
on February 18th, 2023, performances
will end at the Majestic Theatre.

Too Cool for School

The musical debuted for the public at
the Majestic Theatre on January 26th,
1988. Along with other productions, the
show shut down temporarily in 2021 due
to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Run, Freedom, Run!
1:10

2:50

The musical will continue to entertain
audiences in London and around the
world. While there are no plans for the
musical to return to American
Broadway at this time, it is expected
that it will return one day.

Broadway Favorite Gearing Up for TV Series
A partnership between Skydance Television and Concord Originals with Jennifer
Lopez's Nuyorican Productions, Roger's and Hammerstein's "Cinderella" is being
adapted for a television series.
Originally made for television, the musical premiered starring Julie Andrews in 1957.
It has been remade for television twice, in 1965 and 1997.
It opened in Broadway in March 2013 at the Broadway Theatre and ran for 41 previews
and 769 performances, closing in January 2015.
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Community Events - October 2022

October Events
at the Museum

October 1, 10:30-12 pm Downtown
History Walk
October 8, 10-6 pm
Sewing our History exhibit opening
and live quilting demonstrations

October 15. 2-4 pm
Children’s Hispanic Heritage Festival
October 29 10:30-12 pm
Black History Walk
October 29 2-4 pm
Museum Speaker Series: Sherwood
Williford, author of Two to the Grave,
Three to the Gallows: The Worley Murder
Story
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The cast and crew of The Addams Family has had a wonderful
time getting into the Spooky Season Spirit! This take on the
classic show takes place several years after we last see the
Addams Family. Wednesday is older, and her parents' worst
nightmare has come true--she has met a boy! Lucas is nice,
normal, and not at all like the ooky, spooky group she grew up
with. When she makes her father promise her to keep the
macabre antics down for one night while Lucas and his parents
visit, hilarity and hijinks ensue.
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Theatre Comic by Banks Peacock

Media Sources for Page 6:
Hornik, Caitlin. (2022, September 6). "'The Phantom of the Opera' to end history-making Broadway run."
https://broadwaynews.com/2022/09/16/the-phantom-of-the-opera-to-end-history-making-broadway-run/
Hornik, Caitlin. (2022, May 11). "'Roger's + Hammerstein's Cinderella' to be adapted for TV series." https://broadwaynews.com/2022/05/11/rodgershammersteins-cinderella-to-be-adapted-to-tv-series/

Thanks for Reading!

- The Editors, Brooke Mayo Shenk & Tamara Baltazar
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